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IDENTIFICATION & ACCOUNTABILITY SOLUTIONS

Elliott provides integrated techology solutions that deliver multiple levels of physical and 

digital security through identity verification, access control, and video surveillance.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE & SUPPORT



IDENTIFY

PHOTO IDENTIFICATION

SUPPLIES & ACCESSORIES

ACCOUNTABILITY MANAGEMENT

CREDENTIAL SECURITY

DIGITAL CREDENTIALS
Elliott features IdentityGuard, a software authentication solution 

protects identity data with strong security during online and mobile 

transactions. It protects access to websites, enterprise, VPNs and 

cloud apps, portals, PCs, buildings and more. IdentityGuard does all 

of this from a single point of administration.

Elliott works with users to create and support a comprehensive, 

cost-effective photo identity program that makes sense for organi-

zations. Choose from desktop or high issuance printers, ID software 

and photo capture devices to build your ID card printing system. 

Ask Elliott about their Smarttrade program to learn if you 

may receive cash for your old ID card printer. 

Elliott offers ID card printing systems that produce secure, soph-

isticated credentials backed by intelligent technology. Personalized 

ID cards and badges grant cardholders access to protected areas or 

networks while reducing the risk of fraud with durable, highly 

secure topcoats, laminates, and tactile impressions.

Elliott’s line of Mobile Solutions Identification and accountability 

systems are comprised of mobile security, positive ID, and account-

ability tracking and management solutions. 

Learn more at www.elliottmobilesolutions.com 

Elliott Data Systems offers an array of ID card supplies and accessories that support anything 

from basic ID card stock and lanyards to high level security feature supplies such as smart 

chip/EMV cards and holographic laminates.  

Ask us about our FREE accessory samples!



ACCESS
MARKETS

WE SERVE

K-12 Education

Higher Education

Corporations

Government

Membership

Financial

Property Management

Faith Based

Manufacturing

Card Bureau Services

Healthcare

Emergency Response

Construction

Gaming

and more...

ACCESS CONTROL
Elliott offers access control systems that use integrated hardware 

and software technology and tools such as ID card technology 

readers, identity management software and a variety of ID cards 

to grant access.

VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Quickly identify, log and print a badge for visitors within seconds 

using a three step process that provide the accountability organi-

zations need to secure their facility and the people in it. 

CAMPUS CARD SOLUTIONS
An all inclusive system that connects users to a wide variety of 

functionality such as building access, cashless payment, account 

management and activity tracking, provide a positive user experi-

ence on your campus and strengthens student/employee loyalty.

LOCKDOWN ALERT SYSTEM
Drastically reduce notification time to responders during an emer-

gency at your facility. Automated alerts can be sent via chat or 

email and provide instant visibility of the situation status using a 

dynamic graphical floor plan map accessible by tablet, laptop, 

desktop computer, or smart phone.

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
Monitor facilities using live stream and capture IP security camera 

video, incorporate video analytics and access control with video 

mangement to enhance your security program. Control user access 

usinpermission-based software and device configuration. Gener-

ate reports, retreive video footage and export data.



ACCOUNTABILITY SOLUTIONS

CREDENTIAL & DATA MANAGEMENT
Electronically organize and manage data. Perform personnel data 

management, print IDs, and build a network of Administrators who work 

interoperability by sharing data across your organization.

SOPHISTICATED TRACKING
Work more efficiently by tracking activity during routine or special events. 

Empower staff by having personnel data at their fingertips using a very 

comprehensive event tracking system. Support audit trails and internal 

processes by generating event activity and personnel reports. 

 

 

BASIC TRACKING
EPIC Track is a simple tracking solution that can be used to track people, 

places and things for daily use or during special events. The software 

provides a time stamp during check in and out by scanning a person's 

barcode ID, an asset barcode tag or selects from a drop down list of data 

such as locations.

EPIC Track is very flexible with it's ability to track using a smartphone, 

adapt to any basic check in/out tracking scenario, and perform on or 

off-line making it easy to use in any location.

Applications Designed & Developed by Elliott Data Systems, Inc.

ASSET TRACKING
Identify and electronically manage assets to expand available resources 

across your organization and work with greater efficiency.  Manage inven-

tory levels, build a centralized database, identify assets, assign assets, time 

stamp activity, and much more.

Mobile Solutions is a modular identification and accountability system used to increase efficiency and interoperability 

throughout organizations. These solutions may work independently or integrated together to create a more powerful system.

www.elliottmobilesolutions.com



SECURE SOLUTIONS

SECURITY PROGRAM
A VALUE ADDED SOLUTION  FOR ANY LEVEL

> What was secure before might not be now.  Prox cards are 

     easily copied on the street, while smart cards are more secure. 

> You might be overpaying for card supplies & can reduce your 

     budget with a simple quote.

> Access control is now compatible w/smart phone credentials.

> Easily leverage your cards for two-factor authentication.

> If you have a system but don’t have the technical support you

     need, you might want to consider outsourcing tech support.

> Centrally controlled security by authorized users.

> Block unwanted intrusions at the point of entry.

> Avoid door code/combination sharing.

> Restrict access to authorized personnel.

> Set automated door open/lock schedules.

> Easily perform evacuation mustering checks.

> Generate reports on door activity.

SOPHISTICATED CREDENTIALS
Print secure credentials backed by intelligent technology. Personalized ID 

cards and badges grant cardholders access to protected areas or networks 

while reducing the risk of fraud with durable, highly secure topcoats, 

laminates, and tactile impressions. 

ID CARD FEATURES
Protect ID cards against fraud and counterfeiting using secure features 

such as:  

          Security overlays such as holographic, microprinting, or OVDs

          Contact or contactless smart card or RFID technology

          Personalization with photos, signature, etc.

          Durability overlays to protect card elements

          Barcodes or magnetic stripe encoding

          Unique branded tactile impressions

          Durable substrate layers



Utilizing ID Cards to their Fullest Potential
Elliott Identification & Accountability Solutions
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SERVICE

1-888-345-8511

Our team of professionals are experienced in implementing and supporting Elliott’s line of identification 

and accountability solutions. Our solutions are tailored to meet the goals of Elliott customers ranging from 

simple, basic systems to more advanced, intricate solutions.  

COMPLETE SERVICE & SUPPORT
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Tell Us Which Solutions You’re Interested In

Contact Elliot to schedule an online overview of any product you would like to learn more about. 

Our Solution Experts will work with you to design an identification and accountability program 

based on your organization’s needs and goals. There’s no obligation and we’ll even provide on-site 

presentations to your team to help explain the solutions you would like them to consider. 
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Schedule Time with a Project Manager

Elliott’s team of Project Managers  (PMs) walk our customers through the implementation 

process and coordinate key tasks to be completed on schedule. Our PMs are responsible for system 

setup, installation and user training to ensure that your team become experts in using your new 

system and are successful.
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Rely on Behind the Scenes Technical Support

Elliott’s Technical Support team is available to provide complete support for your organization 

by answering questions, performing maintenance, and trouble shooting via phone, remote 

desktop, or on-site support. Elliott’s Complete Support Preventative Maintenance locks in VIP 

technical care for your system to maximize the life of your hardware and software.
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Keep Your System Running Smoothly

Contact our Customer Service team to place supply and accessory orders at the best price 

available! Choose from lanyards, technology cards, printer ribbons, wrist-wear, and so much more. 

Become a social media follower on any of Elliott’s Identity social media sites (Twitter, Facebook, or 

LinkedIn) and get a 5% discount on all orders all year long! 
orders@elliottdata.com

support@elliottdata.com

www.elliottdata.com



St. Louis, MO

17825 Edison Ave

Chesterfield, MO 63005

Memphis, TN

8420 Wolf Lake, Suite 118

Memphis, TN 38133

identity@elliottdata.com

www.elliottdata.com

1-888-345-8511


